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The editor is Professor Gerard A. Hauser. He is Professor of Communication at the University of Colorado in Boulder. He has written Introduction to Rhetorical Theory, Vernacular Voices: The Rhetoric of Publics and Public Spheres, and many articles on rhetorical theory, dissident rhetoric, and publics theory. He has won the Rhetoric Society of America’s Kneup Distinguished Article Award and the National Communication Association Public Address Division’s Marie Hochmuth-Nichols Distinguished Book Award.

The Book Review Editor is James P. McDaniel who is also a professor at the University of Colorado in Boulder in the Department of Communication.
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Manuscripts must be typed double-space, with notes and a list of works cited at the end of the text. They should not exceed 25 pages. On matters of style and documentation, authors should consult *The Chicago Manual of Style*. Three non-returnable copies of a manuscript, together with an abstract not exceeding 250 words, must be submitted, along with an electronic copy on a PC-compatible 3.5 disk. No manuscript may be submitted which is under consideration for publication elsewhere. Electronic submissions are encouraged and should be sent as E-mail attachments. The following formats, listed in order of preference, will be accepted: Microsoft Word 6.0 or higher, rich text format, or simple text. **Editorial Address:** Philosophy & Rhetoric, USB-1, Suite C, 820 North University Drive, University Park PA 16802-1003, 814-863-5992, fax 814-863-1408, logos@psu.edu **Contact person:** Daniel Toronto

• Review Procedures (i.e., how long does review generally take, how many readers will look at the work, any other relevant information, etc.)

No review procedures are given either in the journal or on the website.

• Publishing Trends (i.e., what kinds of articles have been published in the past 2-3 years? What kinds of research are favored? Special Topic informations?)

Philosophy and Rhetoric publishes some of the most important inter-discipline essays on philosophy and rhetoric that include studies between logic and rhetoric, philosophy and argumentation, historical accounts of rhetoric, the influence of rhetoric in social thought, along with psychological and sociological studies of rhetoric with an emphasis on philosophical analysis.

In the past four years, one can see a great emphasis on historical research in rhetoric. The most frequently discussed thinker is Aristotle, which is expected since his rhetoric has been influential throughout the whole of western tradition. Not far behind in recurrence is Plato, especially essays on discourse and dialogue. However, discussions are not limited to Ancient rhetoric. There are many essays on various historical eras and figures: Nietzsche’s rhetoric in the context of philology and hermeneutics, Bakhtin and the rhetorical culture of Russia, rhetoric in Descartes, Kierkegaard and dialogue, Kant and communication, Foucault and invention, rhetoric in Pragmatism, and postmodern rhetoric. The majority of the selections are centered on western philosophical thinkers and schools of thought, but they are not limited to this. There are essays on argumentation in Indian philosophy, argumentation in Darwin, Feminist rhetoric and irony, Whitman and political rhetoric, and rhetoric in relation to the expansion of consciousness and biotechnology.